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FROM THE EDITOR
Kidney International goes electronic
We are pleased to announce that, beginning in January bilities in manuscript submission and review is the speed
in which manuscripts can be processed, considerably re-2002, Kidney International will begin accepting manuscript
ducing the time from their initial submission to publica-submissions online from authors.
tion. Because every step will be accomplished online,Authors will be able to submit their manuscripts for
there will be no need for numerous photocopies of thereview via a secure Web site using the Manuscript Cen-
manuscript or hard copies of figures when submittingtral system. Manuscript Central will handle all the
materials to Manuscript Central. In addition, the sav-steps of the review process online (submissions, tracking,
ings in time and cost in terms of postal or courier submis-review) through a Web browser, so the system will be
sions cannot be overemphasized. A final benefit of theaccessible from anywhere in the world. An author will
Manuscript Central system is the ability for authors tosimply create an account on the Web site, enter some
log on and check the status of their papers during thebasic information about the manuscript, and upload the
review process. Remember, however, to follow the guide-text and images. Upon submission, the paper will be im-
lines in the Instructions for Authors for submitting ac-mediately available to the Editorial Office and the pro-
cepted manscripts for production, including originals ofcess of peer review.
figures suitable for reproduction.Editors and reviewers will have access to the manu-
This is an important step into the 21st century, andscript online for evaluation, and authors, reviewers, and
one that the Editors of Kidney International hope willeditors will correspond via e-mail. User-specific accounts
help us better serve the international nephrology com-will be established for all users of the Web site to ensure
munity by delivering the latest cutting-edge research andsecurity. Only reviewers and editors who have been as-
information each month. In our opinion, taking the re-signed to a particular manuscript will be able to view that
view process of our journal online is an essential nextmanuscript online.
step to keep Kidney International the leader in our field.For those authors who have not previously submitted
Please look for additional information in next month’smanuscripts online, DON’T worry. Detailed, step-by-step
issue. We look forward to this exciting new change andinstructions for preparing manuscripts and image files for
hope that you will as well.submission will be posted on the Web site, and technical
help will be available online, by e-mail, or by telephone. Saulo Klahr, M.D.
EditorThe most obvious advantage of using electronic capa-
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